CASE STUDY:

Sustainable School Construction

FLEX SLS Achieves University of Washington’s Safety and Sustainability
Goals – Increased Light Levels, Improved Safety, Reduced Operational/
Maintenance Costs and Environmental Responsibility
THE SITUATION
The University of Washington chose the UW Bothell campus Science and Academic Building
to pilot an improved approach to temporary construction site lighting. A review of existing
UW construction site lighting practices resulted in the following objectives: dramatically
increase light levels; eliminate the risk of electrical shock and burns; minimize energy
consumption; reduce lamp reconfiguration and replacement maintenance; and maximize
environmental accountability.
Selection of a new temporary construction site lighting system would be safety-driven,
cost-conscious and reflect the University’s sustainability creed:

“The University of Washington is a global leader in environmental
science research, education, and technology transfer. We discover and
share knowledge for the sustainability of our planet.”
LOCATION
Bothell, WA

THE CHALLENGE
UW’s existing temporary construction
lighting system was line voltage powered
and illuminated by bare 13-watt compact
fluorescent and 400-watt metal halide lamps.
The “old technology” approach created
safety and sustainability challenges. The
“bare lamp” system produced poor lighting
(inadequate light levels, low uniformity,
disabling direct glare) and did not meet the
5-footcandle OSHA requirement. The line voltage system created an on-going risk of electrical
shock, fire and burns. There was also high operational/maintenance costs related to excessive
power consumption, continual lamp replacement, and on-going lamp reconfiguration.
Additionally, the compact fluorescent and metal halide lamps produced UV radiation and
contained mercury and other toxic heavy metals. Damaged and broken lamps posed a
constant risk of worker exposure to toxic vapors and dangerous UV radiation.
There was also a financial challenge. Traditionally, the contractor purchased the equipment
and was responsible for reconfiguration and maintenance but the university paid for energy.
The University and the electrical contractor needed to negotiate a fair division of the burden
and benefits of a more expensive system.

87%

AVERAGE AMOUNT OF ENERGY
WASTED ON A JOBSITE

66

ELECTRIC SHOCK FATALITIES ON
CONSTRUCTION SITES IN 2012

FACILITY SIZE
75,000 ft²
TYPE OF PROJECT
Academic Building New
Construction
CONSTRUCTION DURATION
17 Months
PROJECTED ELECTRICITY
SAVINGS
$39,280 (~397kWh)

“After Clear-Vu Lighting’s FLEX SLS
lighting system was installed, I walked
through the construction site and saw
high levels of uniform lighting with
no dark corners. The University of
Washington is creating a safe working
environment with dramatically lower
energy costs and that is an excellent
example of true sustainability.”
– Mindy Uber, Skanska
NW Regional Safety Director
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THE RESULT
The FLEX SLS LED lighting system produced high levels
of uniform, glare-free light, used 89% less energy
and eliminated lighting reconfiguration and lamp
replacement maintenance. The FLEX SLS system, with a
life expectancy of 10 years, paid for itself in 11.5 months.
In addition, FLEX’s 50,000 hour LED lamp life (10-year
product life expectancy) eliminated the disposal of the
thousands of CFL and metal halide lamps.

The electrical contractor buried the power cable in the slab and ordered the lighting
fixtures with 10’ whips. This combination simplified the initial installation and on-going
reconfiguration of the lighting fixtures.

THE SOLUTION
The UW Capital Project Office selected Clear-Vu Lighting’s
FLEX SLS low-voltage LED lighting system for this project. FLEX
surpassed federal (OSHA) minimum mandated light levels and
eliminated the risks of electrical shock and exposure to toxic vapors
and UV radiation.
Additionally, this new system would reduce costs over time, improve
worker productivity/task performance, and employ reusable
products in an environmentally responsible way.
A combination of 50,000 hour LED lamp life and robust lighting
fixture construction (impact resistant and submersible) would
eliminate lamp replacement costs.
Careful pre-planning by the electrical contractor eliminated
reconfiguration costs. Nelson Electric identified fixture locations that
would not interfere with on-going construction and used Clear-Vu
Lighting’s patented concrete deck box system to bury the lowvoltage power cable in the concrete slab.

Everyone benefited from this cost effective, safe and
environmentally responsible choice. The University, the
general contractor and electrical contractor shared the
monetary benefits of low energy consumption, zero lamp
replacement maintenance and the elimination of lighting
fixture reconfiguration. The workers benefited from the
safety and ergonomic benefits of high levels of glare-free,
uniform light. The environment benefited from a reusable
lighting system free of dangerous mercury and broken glass.
True sustainability considers profit, people and the planet.

2.0

LED BENEFITS

FLEX SLS creates a safe environment:
• High levels of glare-free, uniform light
• Low voltage system eliminates risk of electric shock
• Reduces risk of fire and injury with low temperature,
glass-free components
• No toxic fumes from mercury and other heavy metals
FLEX SLS reduces operational/maintenance expenses:
• Reduces electricity by 79-94%
• Zero lamp replacement maintenance
• Zero reconfiguration with FLEX Concrete Deck
Box System
Gain LEED ID credit (#10270)
• The USGBC has acknowledged the sustainability value
of FLEX SLS in awarding a LEED Innovative Design (ID)
credit for a project at the Harvard Art Museum. This
credit will be pursued by University of Washington
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